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Shen Yun dance piece, Lotus Fairies, 2017

Where Your Journey with  
Shen Yun Continues…SHEN YUN 

Established in New York in 2012, the Shen Yun Shop is a proud American company.  
Our signature designs embody the essence of traditional culture that kindles hope and uplifts your spirit.  

We have since expanded from Shen Yun performance mementos to our premium products, Shen Yun 
Collections, which include fine jewelry pieces, Italian silks, and Spanish and Italian leather.  

What are presented in this catalog are exclusively the works of Shen Yun Collections.

Beauty Inspired by

LOTUS FAIRIES
23” square scarf,  

100% silk twill,  
hand-rolled.  

Made in Italy. $98.

TABLE OF CONTENTS

Thanks to Shen Yun Performing Arts, millions around the world have been  
able to experience 5,000 years of wondrous culture that was once almost lost.

Inspired by the beauty presented on stage, the Shen Yun Shop was founded to  
keep the magic and splendor of the performances in your daily life through  

timeless designs that carry Shen Yun’s spirit and joy.
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FINE JEWELRY
Express your inner grace through divinely-inspired 

creations made of precious gems, metals, and pearls.

Ruyi: Timeless Blessings 
Fine Jewelry Collection

Celebrating Ruyi—the long-cherished Chinese motif of peace and 
prosperity—this fine jewelry collection recalls the beloved cloud-shaped 

symbol in a brilliant design that dances around delicate jewels. Representing 
the realization of one’s wishes and a good future ahead, the timeless Ruyi 

adds unparalleled warmth and radiance to any occasion.  
Also available in Garnet and Tanzanite.

Scan QR Code
to Explore
Fine Jewelry

Ruyi Necklace: Natural 
Tsavorite (0.56 ct) with 
Japanese Akoya pearl  

made in Taiwan.
18kt yellow gold chain  

made in Italy. $820.
Ruyi Earrings: Natural 

Tsavorite (1.06 tcw) with 
Japanese Akoya pearl,  

18kt yellow gold.  
Made in Taiwan. $1,080. 

RUYI
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Divine Grace  
Fine Jewelry Necklace
Handcrafted in four vibrant gemstones: lapis, 
malachite, white mother of pearl, or pink opal.

This pendant brings to life the Shen Yun 
Collections signature logo, a characteristic 
classical Chinese dance posture, artfully framed 
with an intricate Chinese knot pattern, bringing 
heartwarming radiance to everyday life. 

THE HEAVENLY PHOENIX  
EARRINGS 
The Heavenly Phoenix natural 
Sapphire (0.51 tcw) earrings 
with natural diamonds (0.07 
tcw) made in Taiwan. $590.

DIVINE GRACE
Divine Grace white mother 
of pearl pendant with 18kt 
rose gold chain. $1,180.  
Divine Grace lapis pendant 
with 18kt yellow gold chain. 
Made in USA. $1,130. 

TIMELESS HERITAGE
Timeless Heritage  
diamond (0.06 tcw) necklace,  
14kt gold with silver accent,  
on sterling silver chain. $630.
Timeless Heritage diamond (0.24 
tcw) earrings, 18kt gold.
Made in USA. $1,450.

The Heavenly Phoenix 
Fine Jewelry Collection
Set in 18kt white gold, available in Blue 
Sapphire or Aquamarine.

The enchanting beauty of the heavenly phoenixes 
is captured through this ethereal fine jewelry 
collection. This delicately crafted necklace is 
adorned with luxurious gems floating through  
the clouds on wing-like artwork that expresses  
the majestic grace of the phoenixes as they bring 
the beauty and tranquility of the heavens to earth.

Timeless Heritage 

Featuring three characters in an exquisite design that 
rotates, this Timeless Heritage Collection honors 
the remarkable values of Falun Dafa: 真 (zhēn) 
Truthfulness, 善 (shàn) Compassion, and 忍 (rĕn) 
Forbearance, as conveyed in Shen Yun’s dance pieces. 
See price list for 18kt gold and silver options.

真 善 忍

THE HEAVENLY PHOENIX NECKLACE 
The Heavenly Phoenix natural Sapphire (0.48 
ct) necklace with natural diamonds (0.105 
tcw) made in Taiwan, 18kt white gold chain 
made in Italy. $1,180.
The Heavenly Phoenix natural Aquamarine 
(0.32 ct) necklace with natural diamonds 
(0.105 tcw) made in Taiwan, 18kt white gold 
chain made in Italy. $1,115.
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SILK & CASHMERE
The Phoenix of the Sapphire 

World Scarf Inspiration
Inspired by the Shen Yun dance piece Phoenix of the Sapphire World, the design of 
this scarf depicts a phoenix fairy who dances amidst clouds in a heavenly kingdom. 
In Chinese mythology, phoenixes are auspicious birds that only appear in times of 
peace and prosperity. The phoenixes in each corner all carry a blessing. In ancient 

Chinese culture, the circle represented Heaven whereas the square represented Earth. 
So the phoenix fairy symbolizes harmony between heaven and earth.

Exquisitely joyous designs intricately crafted  
by premier Italian silk-makers.

Shen Yun dance piece, Phoenixes of the Sapphire Paradise, 2015

Beauty. 
Divinely Inspired.

Inspired by the Shen Yun dance piece, Phoenixes 
of the Sapphire Paradise, this scarf design depicts 

a phoenix fairy who dances amidst clouds in a 
heavenly kingdom.

The phoenixes in each corner of  
the scarf all carry a blessing.Scan QR Code

to Explore
Silk and Cashmere 

In Western cultures, it is said that the phoenix follows a cycle of death and 
rebirth. In Chinese mythology, the phoenix, or 鳳凰 (feng huang), is a divine 
being. Residing in the heavens, it is the most sacred and supreme of all birds. 

And, as you might have seen at a Shen Yun performance, this phoenix can also 
manifest as a carefree heavenly maiden.

Phoenixes of the Sapphire  
Paradise Scarf

PHOENIXES OF THE  
SAPPHIRE PARADISE
36” square, 100% silk  

twill, hand-rolled.  
Made in Italy. $168.
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The Peaches of 
Immortality Scarf

Poets of the Orchid 
Pavilion Scarf

Delicate Beauty  
of the Han Scarf

In the classic novel Journey to 
the West, the Monkey King was 

assigned by the Jade Emperor to 
guard the Immortal Peach Orchard. 

Some of the peaches depicted only 
ripen every 9,000 years and grant 

immortality to those who eat them.

Be transported to a Han Dynasty 
palace’s peony garden—delicate 
hues of peach fuse with turquoise  
in this celebration of color.

36” square,  
100% silk twill, hand-rolled.  
Made in Italy. $168.

36” square,  
100% silk charmeuse.  
Made in Korea. $158.

36” square,  
100% silk twill, hand-rolled.  

Made in Italy. $168.

Plum Blossom Scarf
Experience the elegant touch of enduring plum blossoms amidst the harsh winter, inspired 
by the 2011 Shen Yun dance Plum Blossom. The plum blossoms are courageous little artists 

who love to work wonders on stark wintry landscapes with their delicate pink petals.

Shen Yun dance piece, Plum Blossom, 2011

PLUM BLOSSOM
Plum Blossom 
Scarf - Pink,
23”x75”, 80% modal,  
20% cashmere.  
Made in Italy. $158.

A scarf that expresses the beauty of 
Chinese calligraphy and classical poetry. 
In the year 353 CE, esteemed scholars 
gathered on Mt. Huai for a poetry 
contest over drinks where the Sage of 
Calligraphy, Wang Xizhi, wrote this 
featured masterpiece, Preface to the 
Poems Composed at the Orchid Pavilion.
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The Tang Bag Inspiration
Honoring the divinely inspired attire seen in Shen Yun’s dances, the Tang Collection 
design brings to life the majestic gowns worn by palace maidens during the Golden 

Age of Chinese culture—the Tang Dynasty (618-907 C.E.). The heavenly Tang 
dresses were characterized by their silky, broad-sleeved robes with a long  
Ru skirt, a unique arched neckline, and a waistband tied above the chest.

PREMIUM LEATHER
Handcrafted in Spain using pure leather and paying 

homage to prosperous ancient dynasties.

The Tang Leather Collection
Made by top artisans in Ubrique, Spain, the Shen Yun Shop’s debut leather 
collection—featuring a tote, crossbody, and wallet—brings the prosperous 
Tang Dynasty couture into the modern world. Available in seven timeless 

shades: Black, Blush Pink, Canyon Orange, Cornflower Blue,  
Parchment Beige, Lavender Purple, and Camel.

Scan QR Code
to Explore

Tang Leather
Collection

Tang Dynasty  
Grace Tote  

$495

Tang Dynasty  
Grace Wallet  

$110

Tang Dynasty  
Grace Crossbody  

$395

Shen Yun dance piece, Ladies of the Tang Palace, 2014

Unique
Tang Neckline

Wide
Tang Sleeves

TANG DYNASTY  
GRACE

TANG DYNASTY  
GRACE

Black handcrafted, 
pebbled leather  
crossbody.  
Made in Spain. $395.

Blue handcrafted, 
pebbled leather tote. 
Made in Spain. $495.
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The Spirit of Mulan Inspiration
There is an ancient Chinese saying that loyalty to the nation and filial piety cannot 
coexist. Yet Mulan accomplished both, fulfilling the duty to her country and family 
vows. Concerned for her elderly father, Mulan dressed herself as a man and took his 

place in the army. She returned victorious after serving adeptly for twelve years.  
The front design of the bag features metallic studs honoring her enduring strength, 
while the back design of the bag boasts elegant lines honoring her feminine grace.

Premium Italian leather tote handcrafted in 
Spain, emblazoned with the signature Shen  
Yun Shop logo in gold-tone hardware.

The Spirit of Mulan

The Mulan Leather Collection
A luxurious silhouette meets regal accessories and hand-stitched details that 

personify the heroic Hua Mulan. Available in five essential colors:  
Mint, Navy, Tan, Pink, and Burgundy.

Scan QR Code
to Explore

Mulan Leather
Collection

Shen Yun dance piece, Mulan Joins The Battle, 2009

The Spirit of Mulan  
Small Tote Bag  

$430

The Spirit of Mulan 
Crossbody  

$260

The Spirit of Mulan
Tote Bag  

$580

 The Rectangle depicts her 
armor, which represents 
endurance.

The Curve represents 
the femininity and 
filial piety of Mulan.

SPIRIT OF MULAN
Navy handcrafted 
leather tote.  
Made in Spain. $580.

BACK

FRONT
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The Heroic Lu Zhishen Tie
100% silk. Made in Italy.

In the classic Chinese novel Outlaws of the Marsh, 
Lu Zhishen was both a free-spirited vigilante and an 
eccentric monk. This design, inspired by the Shen Yun 
dance Lu Zhishen, features a monk’s gourd and beads, 
symbolizing a nature that’s both carefree and righteous. 
Available in three colors: Gold, Light Blue, and Orange.

Han Xin Scarf
Wool blend. Made in Italy.

Han Xin was a Han Dynasty general renowned 
as a military genius. His keen intellect assisted 
Liu Bang in emerging triumphant amidst chaotic 
times and ushered in the 400-year-long reign of 
one of China’s most glorious dynasties.

MEN’S COLLECTION
Honoring history’s heroes through wardrobe 

essentials for the true modern man.

Scan QR Code
to Explore
Men’s Collection

LU ZHISHEN

HAN XIN  

A PASSAGE IN TIME
Blue Italian leather briefcase.  

Made in Spain. $525.

A PASSAGE IN TIME
Brown Italian leather briefcase.  
Made in Spain. $495.

100% silk tie.  
Made in Italy. $95.

Wool-blend scarf.  
Made in Italy. $80.

A Passage in Time Briefcase

Inspired by the uniform worn in the Shen Yun dance, A Day in the Cave and Decades 
on Earth, this briefcase features classic Han Dynasty gentleman couture elements. 

Traditionally, the Han collar overlaps (left over right), representing Heaven over Earth. 
Other features include a trolley sleeve, a 16” laptop sleeve, and inner zipper pockets for 

more organization. Available in three classic colors: Blue, Brown, and Black.

Handcrafted in Spain from Italian leather.
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Be a part of our Journey
Sign up for free today and start enjoying these perks and more.  

Text your email address to 1.888.528.7058 or scan the barcode below.

In ancient times, it was believed that in order to exhibit 
beauty on the surface, one has to cultivate a beautiful 
character from within. At the Shen Yun Shop, we draw 
upon a rich tapestry of cultural traditions from China’s 

five millennia of divinely bestowed culture.

Based in the United States, we visit and hand-select 
ethical manufacturers around the world and take pride in 

quality craftsmanship. All of our products are inspected 
individually by hand before we send them to you.

What Our Customers Say

“Every Shen Yun Shop product I’ve 
ever purchased is simply beautiful 
and I love learning the stories behind 
them. They are very moving!”

—Tatsiana M

“It’s hard to find accessories that are 
meaningful to me and of high quality. 
I bought a beautiful silk scarf from 
the Shen Yun Shop years ago and it’s 
still as vibrant and inspiring as it was 
when I first got it.”

“After learning about Lu Zhishen, my 
high school sons asked for these ties 
for Christmas. My teenagers actually 
wanted to dress nicely, thanks so 
much, Shen Yun Shop!”

—Anton P

Our Mission

—Jeanne M

EXCLUSIVE BENEFITS

Holiday Gift
Courtesy of the Shen Yun Shop

Newsletter
Weekly stories in your inbox

Shen Yun Zuo Pin
12-Month Subscription

Early Access
to Private Launches

Redeemable Points
Earn as you order

Free Shipping & Returns
(U.S. States only)

LOYALTY PROGRAM
Join us today and let each of your daily adventures shine with the joyful 

brilliance of five millennia of heritage. Together, we’re part of a  
cultural Renaissance that’s bringing about a bright future.

Unlock the full Shen Yun Shop experience.



Join us for a cultural Renaissance  
that runs 5 millennia deep.

Scan the QR code to learn more  
about the Shen Yun Shop.
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